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ABSTRACT 

The importance of shellfish is often denigrated in the 
ethnographi c pi cture of the Northwest Coast cul tures due to the 
vast salmon resources found in the area. Different aspects of 
shellfish are examined in the Puget Sound region to derive a model 
for shellfish use. Optimal foraging theory is used as a 
theoretical basis for these data. 

Since the earliest anthropological investigations on the Northwest 
Coast, molluscs have often been denigrated and even ignored in the 
literature. The hypothesis present here is that shellfish were the most 
biologically reliable, cost efficient, and second most important resource to 
the groups inhabiting the Puget Sound area in the immediate protohistoric 
period (ca. mid to late l700s). 

The most important assumption of optimal foraging theory is that 
hunters and gatherers will behave so as to obtain a high net rate of energy 
acquisition while pursuing such activities. A form of "procurement fitness" 
as well as natural selection are the basic assumptions in this body of 
theory. Direct and indirect competition for resources give advantages to 
organisms that are efficient in acquiring the energy and nutrients which can 
be transformed into offspring and/or predator avoidance behavior. The focus 
of optimal foraging theory is behavioral variability not genetic variability 
(Winterhalder 1981:15). 

It has been shown that many hunters and gatherers rely primarily on 
food gathered by women. Although this statement must be modified in 
relation to a fishing/hunting/gathering economy, the contribution of women 
was significantly higher than is usually indicated in the ethnographic 
record. But now there are considerable data concerning coastal adaptation 
and fishing/hunting/gathering in these environments. Most researchers agree 
that the coastal environments are extremely productive (Lee 1968 j Lee and 
DeVore 1968; Osborn 1977; Perlman 1980; Yesner 1980; Whitlam 1983). 

Shellfish are low in calories but offer a good source of protein. 
Shellfish can be highly concentrated in certain areas and are easily 
collected by all segments of a society. In addition to these qualities, 
molluscs can be used in times of relative food scarcity as a "famine food." 
They are a low energy output and low foraging time food item with low risk 
involved during the collection. Shellfish would fit into a category of 
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foods which have the qualities which determine village location. Such 
village sites are located to take advantage of several resources, 
specifically low cost and easily obtainable resources (Perlman 1980:286-290; 
Yesner 1980:729-730). 

Puget Salish Ethnography 

The Puget Sound region can be defined in hydrologic terms as that area 
including all of the drainage basins flowing into southern Puget Sound: the 
Deschutes and Nisqually to the south and all basins northward to the 
Pilchuck River basin on the east side and the northeastern tip of the 
Olympic Peninsula (Campbell 1981:3-5; Greengo 1983:77). 

Kroeber (1939:30) defines the Puget Sound culture areas as a sub-region 
of the Northwest culture area. It is considered distinct in terms of 
sub-culture as well as environment. Those groups of people who inhabited 
this area were situated in an area of protected salt water. All of these 
groups were Salishan speakers save for the Chemakum on the northeastern tip 
of the Olympic Peninsula. 

The groups inhabiting Puget Sound, like others on the Northwest Coast, 
were semi-sedentary. Permanent houses were build along the Sound at the 
mouths of rivers or small streams. Three to five houses at such an area 
made up a village. The houses were usually arranged in a single row facing 
the water with a number of smaller structures surrounding them. It should 
be noted that politically the village was the highest unit of organization. 
Villages served as bases of operation for the annual subsistence round. 
During the year, according to individual seasons, these villages were 
periodically "abandoned" as people went to different areas in search of 
certain types of food. In the southern parts of Puget Sound the permanent 
village was not left for any long periods of time and often was still 
inhabited by elderly people and children (Haeberlin and Gunther 1930 :20; 
Smith 1930:7). 

The permanent houses were abandoned by the women in the spring in order 
to gather shellfish, roots, tubers, and berries. This usually lasted until 
mid-summer when fishing became the major activity for all members of the 
community. This fishing activity usually lasted until late fall and 
sometimes early winter. Hunting occurred in the fall, but sometimes seals 
and ducks were taken in the winter (Haeberlin and Gunther 1930 :20; Smith 
1940:271; Suttles 1951:67; Elmendorf 1960:123). 

During the various seasons temporary camps were set up at resource 
sites. These temporary camps usually consisted of structures covered with 
mats and/or bark, thus permitting extreme mobility. At these camps 
resources were taken and processed into a storeable form, usually by smoking 
and/or drying. 

Generally the gathering and processing of shellfish were considered the 
tasks of the women of a village. The tools which were used were usually the 
digging stick and/or the hands. The shellfish were gathered into open-work 
baskets which allowed the water to drain out. No special rituals were 
associated with shellfish gathering (Smith 1940:271; Elmendorf 1960:123). 
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Women would leave the village to gather shellfish at certain productive 
areas. These sites were often "owned ll by individuals through hereditary or 
stewardship rights. Individuals maintained the right to utilize these 
resources as long as they did, in fact, use the resources. Women would 
often work together in task oriented groups at a single locus. Villages on 
the Sound were often situated near large tidal flats and estuaries, often no 
more than a few minutes walking distance away (Gibbs 1877:187; Haeberlin and 
Gunther 1930:20; Suttles 1951:67-68; Elmendorf 1960:57). 

The shellfish that are consistently mentioned in the ethnographic 
literature are the larger species of clams and oysters, particularly 
Saxidomus giganteus (butter clam), Tresus capax (horse clam), Tresus 
nuttallii (horse clam) , Venerupis staminea (thin-shelled clam), Mytilus 
edulis (blue mussel), Protothaca staminea (native littleneck clam), and 
often Panope generosa (geoduck). Also collected were various species of sea 
urchins, octopi, and chitons (Smith 1940:271; Suttles 1951:65, 505; 
Elmendorf 1960:123). Shellfish had value other than as a food resource. 
The accumulation of food was a sign of prestige and was often thought of as 
wealth. Dried clams were traded for other goods from various parts of the 
Coast. There existed a trade of dried clams from the Puget Sound Salish to 
the Sahaptin speakers across the Cascade Mountains (Gibbs 1855:38; Haeberlin 
and Gunther 1930:20; Smith 1940:245; Elemendorf 1960:291). There is some 
indication that the Nisqually and Puyallup may have acted as the "middle 
men" in the distribution and trade of clams between southern Puget Sound and 
the Columbia Plateau (Elemendorf 1960:291). Menzies (1923:28) mentions the 
trade of fresh clams by Puget Sound Indians for bits of copper and other 
trinkets to the crew of the Discovery and Chatham. Also of value was the 
shell itself, which was used as a trade item and is often equated with money 
in the literature. As these shells moved across the Cascade Mountains their 
value increased. Dentalia shells (Dentalium pretiosum) from the area around 
southern Vancouver Island were particularly desired. Clam shells were often 
made into discs and strung into long strands. Haeberlin and Gunther 
(1930:29) note that such strings are only half as valuable as the dentalia. 
Large mussel shells could be sharpened and used as knives and adze blades. 

Historical Information 

The various journals which were kep t on Vancouver I s expedition into 
Puget Sound in 1792 include a large amount of information concerning 
shellfish procurement. Vancouver's ships were the fist European vessels to 
enter the Sound past what is now known as the Tacoma Narrows. The Discovery 
and the Chatham explored the various arms and inlets of Puget Sound during 
the mid- to late-spring. 

Vancouver records (1798:261-262) the location of a village on 
Restoration Point in which the curing of clams and other shellfish is 
discussed. He mentions that fishing was not a prominent activity. Menzies 
(1923:19, 28, 412) mentions the use of shellfish as a trade item. Scarce 
mention is given to the fishing activities of the seasonal round while an 
emphasis is given to gathering and processing activities of shellfish and 
vegetable resources. It must be remembered that the Discovery and Chatham 
entered Puget Sound in May so it would be most likely that gathering 
activities would be observed while fishing, as a major activity, had not yet 
begun. 
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The United States Exploring Expedition of 1838-1842 under the direction 
of Lieutenant Charles Wilkes explored much of the western United States and 
eastern Polynesia. During 1841 the Wilkes expedition entered the Puget 
Sound region and recorded ethnographic and cartographic data. Wilkes and 
his naval entourage entered Puget Sound in late April so the time of their 
visit and any observations made of aboriginal life would those of the spring 
cycle of the seasonal round. Wilkes was impressed by the great abundance of 
shellfish in the area (1844 :298-299). In a general discussion of the 
Nisqually Indians Wilkes (1844:418) makes the following comments: 

They are all of a wandering character, and change their residence 
in search of their food, which consists principally of fish, 
particularly shellfish. Clams are seen in great quantities among 
them, strung on sticks, upon which they have been preserved by 
drying and smoking • . . 

Gibbs (1855:38) mentions the collection of shellfish in the winter. 
Also he implies that villages may have been located near areas having 
productive shellfish beds. 

The tribes living upon the eastern shore [of Puget Sound) possess 
also the territory upon the islands, and their usual custom is to 
resort to them at the end of the salmon season - that is, about 
the middle of November. It is there that they find the greatest 
supply of shell-fish, which form a large part of their winter 
stocks, and which they dry both for their own use and for sale to 
those of the interior • , , 

Food Shortages 

The historical and ethnographic sources state that in some areas of the 
Northwest Coast there is evidence that, although there was a large and 
varied resource base founded on seasonal procurement of certain resources, 
the available amount of resources varied from season to season and year to 
year. Miscalculations in the food which was to be saved for winter use may 
have caused famine and starvation in some cases (Jewitt 1967: 115; Eells 
1887:216; Suttles 1968), 

Stores foods though were not always available for use during the 
winter. Suttles states (1968:58-60) that we should pay special attention to 
those foods available in and through the winter. As shown in the historical 
record (Jewitt 1967:115; Eells 1887:216) the population of this area would 
often fall back on shellfish to fill this need. 

Ecology of Molluscs 

There are three interlocking factors which roughly determine the 
distribution of intertidal invertebrates. These factors are: degree of 
wave shock, type of substrate, and tidal exposure. Certain topographic 
features will modify wave shock. Among these are rocky headlands, closed 
bays, and estuaries. Rock, sand, and mud will determine the species which 
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are adapted to live in such a substrate. These conditions will also 
influence the accumulation of organic debris in such a substrate. Tidal 
exposure determines the zonation of species according to relative lengths of 
exposure to air and water (Ricketts and Calvin 1948:3-4; Kozloff 1974:203). 

An important aspect determined by the various forces mentioned above is 
intertidal zonation. The vertical zonation of this intertidal area, as well 
as other subdivisions of the neretic zone, is not only adaptation to 
physical conditions. The borders between these zones are somewhat arbituary 
and should be thought of as a type of continuum. Competition and predation 
playa large part in the zonation (Kozloff 1974:116). 

Kozloff divides the intertidal area into four zones: supralittoral 
fringe, upper and lower midlittoral zone, and the infralittoral zone. The 
supralittoral fringe is that area which is affected only by the higher 
tides. The uppermost portion of this zone may not be wet except from spray 
or rain (Kozloff 1974:119). The midlittoral zone is divided into an upper 
and a lower with the former being between four and seven feet above mean 
lower low water (MLLW) and the latter being four to zero feet above MLLW. 
In these zones wave action is felt by the organisms (Kozloff 1974:128, 
136-137) . The infralittoral zone is the lowers zone and therefore only 
exposed by the very low tides (Kozloff 1974:147-148). 

Among the categories of environments which could be devised must be 
included the various types of beaches such as sandy beaches, quiet bays, 
protected sandy beaches, muddy sand, mud and gravel, and rocky shores. 
These beaches encompass the various types of environmental constraints on 
molluscs (Table 1). 

The productivity of Puget Sound as an environment is based on the fact 
that this area is a geographically sheltered basin of water and is not 
dramatically affected by the wave stress which occurs on open coast areas. 
Such an environment will support a greater diversity and richness of 
shellfish species than would an open coast environment. Puget Sound is the 
recipient of nutrients from a large number of rivers. The productivity of 
the intertidal area is greatly increased by these nutrients, the substrates 
carried by the rivers and streams and the development of bays, tidal flats, 
and estuaries (Schink and others 1983:8). 

Washington state annually provides approximately 95% of the Pacific 
Coast commercial harvest of shellfish. Schink and others (1983:308) 
attributes this to the large suitable habitats of protected bays and 
estuaries and coastal environments necessary for significant clam 
production. There have been major fluctuations in the harvest for 
individual species but overall harvest appears fairly stable for the Puget 
Sound area. Most of the Washington's bay clam fisheries are located in 
various parts of Puget Sound. Aboriginally as well as commercially 
important species are found in these es tuaries and bays: nat i ve 
littlenecks. butter clams, horse clams, some soft-shell clams, and geoducks. 
The average hardshell clam production remained stable at one to two million 
pounds per year throughout much of the history of the industry. 
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Conclusion: A Model for Shellfish Use in Puget Sound 

The Puget Sound area was a very productive region with many different 
and overlapping microenvironments for a wide diversity of shellfish species. 
Between one and two million pounds of meat has been taken annually in the 
commercial industry of Puget Sound since the very early years of the 
twentieth century. It is possible much more meat could have been taken by 
the Puget Salish when one takes into account the larger range of shellfish 
which were utilized aboriginally. 

As has been shown, shellfish were a highly desirable food resource 
because of their abundance and ease of procurement. With the exception of 
the paralytic shellfish poisoning months (usually during the summer) 
shellfish were available for consumption throughout the year. Gathering 
shellfish entails a greater amount of food value per amount of effort. 
Shellfish in Puget Sound were gathered in the spring and early summer for 
winter storage, but were also important in the winter and early spring. 

Ethnographically the main thrust of shellfish gathering occurred during 
the spring and early summer. The winter villages would break into family 
units and collect and process shellfish and vegetables in productive areas 
away from the winter village. These were processed for trade and winter use 
and taken to be stored in the winter village locales. Many women from 
various groups gathered at particularly productive areas and formed task 
groupings in order to process the shellfish. 

Shell middens are often equated with winter village locations. 
However, not all shell middens are necessarily indicative of winter village 
sites as some shell middens are remnants of shellfish processing stations 
mentioned above. Due to the presence of shell middens and the historical 
and ethnographic description of the seasonal round, shellfish can be stated 
to have been gathered at times other than the spring and early summer. To 
be specific, shellfish were gathered during the winter at large winter 
village sites and gathered in spring and early summer at the winter village 
sites and at specific shellfish collection loci. 

In Puget Sound it has been shown that large shell middens can be 
correlated with certain environments. In a sample of survey data used by 
Greengo (1983) 59% of Puget Sound sites are located in protected shore 
environments while 11% are found in estuarine environments. Together these 
two microenvironments account for 70% of recorded Puget Sound sites. It is 
probably no accident that these two areas are the richest, most diverse, and 
most productive environments in terms of shellfish species. It seems as if 
the winter villages were located to be near dependable and productive 
shellfish beds. 

Through winter and into early spring shellfish would gain importance as 
a resource as winter food stores became diminished or non-existent. 
Although modern commercial data have been used to demonstrate the 
productivity of Puget Sound, a vast potential resource was available for 
immediate consumption by the Puget Salish. Through winter and early spring 
the population of Puget Sound (about 10,000 according to Taylor [196lJ) 
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could have easily been supported by the shellfish resources at hand. 
Suttles' (1968) picture of doom may not have been so severe in Puget Sound 
because of the vast shellfishery. Some authors (Osborn 1977) feel that 
shellfish were not important except as an item in times of famine and 
starvation. I feel that this fact would make shellfish a very important 
resource item. It is unlikely that the Puget Salish were starving towards 
the end of winter. The use of shellfish in the winter was probably a normal 
part of the subsistence cycle, a part which is ignored in the literature. 
Fresh shellfish would have been a welcome part of a diet composed mainly of 
dried and processed foods. 
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SAHAPTIN FISH CLASSIFICATION 

EUGENE HUNN 
University of Washington 

ABSTRACT 

The value of fish for the pre-contact subsistence economy of Sahaptin
speaking peoples of the middle Columbia River is reflected in their fish no
menclature and classification. Nomenclatural recognition is extended to 
nearly every native species known from the region. Twenty-one basic level 
folk taxa subsume 26 of _32 native species as well as two extralimital forms 
known through trade. Thus Sahaptin fish classification provides a clear ex
ample of the empirical adequacy of native natural history in describing a 
local fauna. However, the existence of a general term inclusive of all fish 
is questionable. A general class of anadromous fish is found in all dialects. 
This contrasts in many dialects with a "residual small fish" category. Col
lectively this pair of taxa subsumes all but two extraordinary fish, the lam
prey and the sturgeon. In the Umatilla and John Day dialects the contrast 
between "anadromousfish," typified by the Chinook salmon, and "residual 
small fish," typified by the suckers (Catostomus spp.), is shown to reflect 
the key economic roles of these two kinds of fish in the traditional subsis
tence economy of that section of the Columbia Plateau. 

Introduction 

Unusual nonmenclatural elaboration is often cited as evidence of the 
variability of cultural perspectives on the phenomenal world. Such elabora
tion is also taken as indicative of areas of particular cultural significance. 
In one frequently cited example, Eskimos are said to see not "snow" but rather 
"falling snow" or "drifting snow" or "melting snow," etc. The fact that 
Eskimos hyperdifferentiate what to us is a unitary phenomenon is explained by 
the ubiquity of "snow" in their lives, its importance for cultural persistence 
in the arctic. However, such examples remain merely suggestive in the absence 
of any more explicit method for evaluating degrees of nomenclatural elabora
tionor of cultural significance. Why not simply count the number of distinct 
terminologically recognized categories which pertain to a realm of experience 
as an index of the cultural significance of that realm? The Eskimo group with 
the largest number of terms for snow would be judged the most snow-conscious. 
Alternatively, if the Eskimo recognized eleven kinds of snow but only six of 
wind, we might judge wind of lesser cultural significance. Clearly it is not 
so simple. A key fault is the lack of a comparative standard. Is snow inher
ently more diverse than wind? Do certain Eskimo experience an absolutely 
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greater diversity of snow than do others? Such questions may border on the 
absurd in ethnoclimatology, but they are quite reasonable for ethnobiology. 
Scientific biosystematics defines an ethnobiological standard for flora and 
fauna. 

The relevance of Linnaean classification for cross-cultural comparisons 
may not be immediately apparent. Though biosystematists consciously seek to 
label every significant distinction they perceive among plants and animals, 
the significance of a distinction is justified by evolutionary theory, which 
is a cultural phenomenon peculiar to our Western intellectual tradition. Why 
then should we expect Linnaean distinctions to have universal validity? That 
they nevertheless do have a measure of universal validity is demonstrated by 
recent empirical studies on several continents which document a striking de
gree of correspondence of basic folk taxa (the "folk generic taxa" of Berlin, 
Breedlove, and Raven [1973] and the "speciemes" of Bulmer [1970]) to scienti
fic species (Hunn 1975). If the Linnaean standard be accepted, we may proceed 
to measure degrees of cultural focality within ethnobiological domains. 

For example, the Sahaptin-speaking people native to the basin of the mid
dle Columbia River name some 60 kinds of birds (Hunn n.d.). They name about 
20 kinds of fish (Table 1). However, birds are by no means of greater cul
tural significance for Sahaptin-speakers than fish. Their 60 birds are se
lected from a potential inventory of more than 250 Linnaean species known to 
frequent the Sahaptin home range, while their 20 fishes correspond to about 
30 of the ichthyologist. Thus, they formally recognize over 60% of· the diver
sity of fish named by full-timed specialists, compared to only 25% of the 
avian diversity by reference to the common standard. So fish may be judged 
as having nearly three times the significance of birds in Sahaptin culture. 
It would be unwise to treat these numbers as more than rough indices of cul
tural significance, since they will vary with the relative size and abundance 
of the organisms ~nvolved. Nevertheless, the index supports the ethnographic 
record in according fish a high value in Sahaptin culture and birds a lesser 
role. 

The Sahaptin-speaking People 

Sahaptin is a complex of some 15 dialects (Rigsby 1965) once spoken by 
nearly 15,000 people (Gibbs 1855; Mooney 1928:13-18). It is still spoken by 
nearly a thousand individuals, mostly on the Yakima, Warm Springs, and 
Umatilla reservations. Sahaptin speakers once occupied 60,000 square kIn ex
clusively and utilized another 30,000 jointly with their Nez Perce, Salishan, 
Chinookan, Waiilatpuan, and Northern Paiute neighbors (Fig. 1). Their average 
density was thus approximately 20 per 100 square kIn (or 2 mi.2 per person), 
relatively high for a land-locked foraging society. Such density was made 
possible by a displaced "piece of the Pacific Ocean," the Columbia River anad
romous fishery. Hewes has estimated that on average every Sahaptin man, wo
man, and child pre-contact consumed some 520 gm of fresh salmon (Oncorhynchus 
spp.) each day (1973:131), or some 300,000 fish per year for the entire 
Sahaptin-speaking population. At this rate, salmon alone could have provided 
the estimated average human protein requirement of 60 gm.per day with a 28% 
surplus. Lacking salmon, the Columbia Plateau could have supported but a 
fraction of the human population we have cited, with consequent reduction in 
the scale and complexity of social organization. 
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TABLE 1 


Native Fish of the Sahaptin Life Range 


Scientific/English Names Sahaptin Name/s Cultural Role 

PETROMYZONTIDAE/lampreys 

Lampetra richardsoni 
Entosphenus tridentatus 

ACIPENSERIDAE/sturgeon 

Acipenser transmontanus 

SALMONIDAE 

Oncorhynchus gorbuscha/pink 
salmon 

o. keta/chum salmon 

o. kisutch/coho salmon 

o. nerka/sockeye salmon 

asUm [NW, rc], 

asm [tt] 

k'suyas [CR] 

w.ilaps [NW, CR] 

~ila~ [NE], 

~.ile~ [pl], 

q.ila~ [ww] 

7t'k
W
ay [uc] 

mac'ya [kl], 

wac 'ya [kl] 

m~t'ula [NW, CR], 

ay~ [NE] 

c'ili [pl] 

sinu~ [NW, CR] , 

s~n~ 	
W 

[NW] , 

W 


snu~ [Ws] , 
.. W 

SI1~ [NW] , 


sun~ [CR] , 


sun~ 
w 

[ce] , 


sunu~ [Ws] 


kalu~ [NW, CR] , 

kal~w [ce, rc] 

favored food; 
myth character 

usually avoided; 
called "swallow
ing monster's 
pet;" myth char
acter 

eaten; little 
known, range re
stricted to west
ern fringe of 
area 

eaten; /~t'ula/ 
also refers to 
spawned-out 
salmon generally 

eaten; myth 
character 

eaten; myth char
acter; jacks may 
be known as 
/kalu~kalu~/ [ttl 
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TABLE 1 continued 

Scientific/English Names Sahaptin Name/s cultural Role 

SALMONIDAE (continued) 

o. 	 tschawytscha/Chinook 

salmon 


jack Chinook salman 

Salmo gairdneri 
S. clarkii 

sea-run/steelhead 

resident/trout 

S. 	 gairdneri/rainbow trout, 
in particular 

S. 	clarkii/cutthroat trout, 
in particular 

Salvelinus malma/Dolly Varden 

Prosopium williamsoni/ 
mountain whitefish 

tkWinat [NW, CR] 

tkWilattkWilat [NW, CR] 

kW'lii? [uc] 

susayns [NW, CR], 

~usays [NE] 

ayay [NW] 

aytmfn [CR], 

aytmii [rc] 

pickatyu rum] 

:;;<Ul~ul [ttl 
ayay [yk?} 

t'ai.1t ' aia [ws} 

wawaiam [pI} 

aytmfn [yk?l 

~iwa [NW] 

.1s~ins [CR] , 
.. vv ascns [ttl 

hislam [um, pI'?] 

sfmay [NW, CR] , 

smay [ws] 

s~awni [uc] 

favored food; 
myth character; 
first foods 
ritual 

eaten 

eaten; available 
in winter1 myth 
character 
eaten; some infor
mants distinguish 
two or more kinds 
of trout (see 
below and Note 
2 for more detail) 

sometimes eaten, 
sometimes avoided; 
myth character 

eaten, available 

in winter 
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TABLE 1 continued 

Scientific/English Names Sahaptin Name/s Cultural Role 

OSMERIDAE/smelt 

Thaleichthys pacificus/ 
eulachon 

CATOSTOMIDAE/suckers 

Catostomus COlumbianus/ 
bridge-lip sucker 

C. 	 macrocheilus/large-scale 
sucker 

C. 	 platyrhynchus/mountain 
sucker 

C. luxatus/Lost River sucker 

CYPRINIDAE 

Ptychocheilus oregonensis/ 
northern squawfish 

Achrocheilus aleuticus/ 
chiselmouth 

Mylocheilus caurinus/ 
peamouth 

Richardsonius balteatus 
red-sided shiner 

Rhinichthys cataractae 

yayk [NW, CR] 

);<un [NW, CR], 
xuun [Ws]
·w 
x 	fi [yk],
·w 
);< un [NW, CR] 

none recorded 

c'wam [Ws], 

c 'wam [kl?] 

luqW , aya [NW], 

luq'a [yk], 

w
luq I a [CR] 

lalapti [CR] 

cUks [jd] 

[t']a[i]a[l]f [NW, CR],
pI s n 

paiani [um] 

none recorded 

eaten, extralim~· 
ital, obtained 
from the west by 
trade 

eaten, available 
in late winterj 
myth characterj 
first foods rit 
ual (both species) 

present but un

recognized 


. eatern, extra
limital, obtained 
from Klamath Basin 
by trade 

eaten, available 

in winter 


eaten 

eatenj little 
known; name means 
"obsidian" 

eaten 

present, appar
ently unrecognized 
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TABLE 1 continued 

Scientific/English Names Sahaptin Name/s CuItural Role 

CYPRINIDAE (continued) 

R. falcatus 

R. osculus/speckled dace 

GADIDAE 

Lota lota/burbat 

PERCOPSIDAE/sand roller 

Percopsis transmontanus 

GASTEROSTEIDAE/stickleback 

Gasterosteus aculeatus 

COTTIDAE/sculpins 

Cottus spp. 

none recorded 

none recorded 

none recorded 

none recorded 

kW'a;ha [CR], 

kW'aslay [yk] 

present, apparently 
unrecognized 

no use cited; lit
tle known though 
con:u:non 

present in some 
lakes but appar
ently unknown; 
a large, distinc
tive fish 

uncon:u:non and local; 
apparently not 
known 

rare; apparently 
not known 

not eaten; an 
"Indian doctor 
fish," feared and 
respected; seven 
species occur 

The dialect provenience of Sahaptin name variants cited here are indicated 
as follows: Northwest dialect cluster [NW]: Kittitas [kt], Yakima [yk], Upper 
Cowlitz [uc], Klickitat [kl]; Columbia River dialect cluster [CR]: Celilo [ce], 
Tenino-Tygh [ttl, Rock Creek [rc], John Day [jd], Umatilla rum]; Northeast dia
lect cluster [NE]: Wallawalla [ww], Snake RiVer [sr], Palus [pI], Priest 
Rapids [prj. Indeterminate Warm Springs Reservation dialects (either [ttl, 
[ce], or [jd]) are cited as [Ws]. The dialect boundaries follow Rigsby (1965: 
35-65). A few terms of indeterminate provenience or meaning have not been 
cited. Primary sources consulted include Jacobs (1929, 1931, 1934, 1937), 
Rigsby (n.d.a) I Hymes (1975), David and Kathrine French (personal con:u:nunica
tion), and my own field notes. The phonemic orthography is based on Rigsby 
(n.d.b). Major stress accent is indicated unless freely variant. Phoneme 
symbols joined by brackets are free variants. 
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Crater 
Lake

D 

Fig. 1. Map of the Pacific Northwest showing territory utilized by 
Sahaptin speaking peoples. The central area indicates territory used 
primarily by Sahaptin speaking peoples and under their control. The 
peripheral area indicates territory used annually by Sahaptin speaking 
peoples but in common with neighboring groups of other linguistic affili
ations. Both areas are approximate. 
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Though salmon was a critical resource, its role in Plateau subsistence 
has been exaggerated. Hewes is wrong to state that "other natural foods 
available in the area [referring to the entire Pacific salmon areal in quan
tity are notoriously low in fuel value" (1973:134). In the Columbia Plateau, 
at least, the bulk of the calories was no doubt provided by the abundant and 
varied edible roots (Hunn 1980; Hunn and French 1981). Nor were salmon the 
only fish of value to the Sahaptins. As we will see, Sahaptin-speaking peo
ple were well acquainted with nearly all native fish and most were sought as 
food, including the 10 cm long red-sided shiner (Richardsonius balteatus), 
considered a delicacy.. Though salmon are honored in ritual, so are the 
suckers, lamprey (neel," especially Entosphenus tridentatus), sturgeon 
(Acipenser transmontanus), Dolly Varden (Salvelinus malma), and trout (Salmo 
spp., in part) (Jacobs 1929, 1934, 1937); while the sculpin (Cottus spp.), a 
little gnome of a fish, is accorded deep respect. To fully appreciate the 
Sahaptin-speaking people's interest in and knowledge of fish will require a 
survey of the entire native fish fauna with regard to the role of each species 
in Sahaptin folk taxonomy. The following account reflects, in particular, 
those versions reported to me by John Day, umatilla, and Yakima consultants. 1 

Sahaptin Fish Taxonomy 

Sahaptin fish taxonomy corresponds to the scientific in numerous elements 
of both content and structure. Both taxonomies are sets of organisms hierar
chically arranged (Fig. 2). The superclass Pisces of the scientist may be 
equated with the Sahaptin life-form /waykaanas/ with certain qualifications. 
The term /waykaanas/ is sometimes used to refer to fish in general, inclusive 
of the jawless, boneless lampreys--known in the local vernacular as "eels" 
--but excluding such so-called "fish') as crayfish and shellfish. In this, 
Sahaptin nomenclatural usage better reflects the scientific point of view 
than does lay English. Yet /waykaanas/ may also mean either "edible fish" 
or "salmon" (D. H. French:personal communication), particularly in the reli
gious context of the thanksgiving feast (/ka~uwit/); at least the term 
strongly connotes fish as a sacred food; /waykaanas/ is often described by 
informants as a "religious word." This type of double entendre appears else
where in Sahaptin folk zoological terminology. The term /iwinat/ refers 
either to "native ungulates" or to the "meat of game as sacred food." The 
term /kakya/ may mean "bird in general," "animal" in the sense of the Animal 
Kingdom (Rigsby:personal communication), or "animal pet." In each case, a 
category defined morphologically and a largely overlapping category defined 
in terms of the cultural context of use are polysemously labeled. Though it 
is difficult to tease apart these senses in Sahaptin usage, the fact that, in 
certain contexts, /waykaanas/ may be used to refer to a category inclusive of 
all and only fish suggests that "fish" is a legitimate domain for ethnoscientific 
analysis in Sahaptin. We will now examine the internal structure of that domain. 

scientists recognize two classes of fishes locally. So do my Sahaptin 
consultants. The ichthyologist sets the lampreys apart, since they lack both 
jaws and bone. The Linnaean class of bony fishes includes the remainder. My 
Sahaptin consultants also set the "eel" aside as well as the sturgeon, each 
in a class by itself. Lamprey and sturgeon, the most primitive of native 
fish, are thus left unaffiliated with either /nusu;:</ "salmon" or /;:<ul;:<ul/ 
"residual small fish," the basic dichotomy within their version of Sahaptin 
fish classification. 
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*/asdm/ /k'suyas/ 

*/nusu>;</ 

*/waykaanash/ 

*/>;<ul>;<ul/ 

*/susayns/ 

*/sfmay/ = /s>;<awni/ 

*/aytmfn/ /ayay/ 
= /t'axat'axa/ 

", */ascins/ = /ciwa/ 
= /tkWala/ 

\ "/w:i:l:>;<fna/ 

~\ */nc' inc' i psani/~ */luqW,""a 

\*/lalapti/ 

*/t'aiali/ /ta?atta?at/
\ 

\ 

\*/mukW'iya/ 

~\ */xun/ 

\\ */yayk/ 

/c'warn/ 

Fig. 2. Sahaptin fishes: taxonomic structure. 

lamprey 


sturgeon 


Chinook salmon 


jack Chinook 


Coho salmon 


sockeye salmon 


jack sockeye ? 

chum salmon 

pink salmon 

steelhead trout 

whitefish 


resident trout 


Dolly Varden 

smelt 

carp 

squawfish 

chiselmouth 

peamouth ? 

red-sided shiner 

dace 

large-scale sucker 

bridge-lip sucker 

Lost River sucker 

sculpin 

Terms in the repertoire 
of James Selam are marked *. Dialect variant equivalent terms are indicated 
by -. Minor phonological variants treated in Table I are not cited here. A 
question mark indicates that the term or its gloss is inadequately established. 
For further discussion of Sahaptin resident trout terminology see note 2. 
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Following Mary Douglas's lead (1966) we might expect these two kinds of 
fish, set apart as they are in this Sahaptin classificatory system, to be 
accorded exceptional ritual potency, perhaps to be tabooed as were swine to 
the Hebrews. They are certainly anomalous fish with respect to this binary 
division within Sahaptin classification. They are also extraordinary by our 
own standards, one an oddity, the other a giant. However, lampreys were much 
sought: after as food; that is, unless thay had five rather than the normal 
seven gill slits, in which case, it is believed, they might turn into snakes. 
Yet that involves another sort of anomaly, that of the freak individual. 
Sturgeon are ambiguous as food; they are an important food fish on the lower 
Columbia and Fraser rivers (Stewart 1978) as well as at Kettle Falls on the 
upper Columbia in Salishan territory (Bouchard and Kennedy 1975) but were 
not eaten py most Sahaptin speakers (Thwaites 1904-05 4:290). Some who 
avoided sturgeon viewed them as a nuisance, interfering with salmon harvest
ing activities. Others referred to them as the "swallowing-monster' s pet" 
(/naysianmi kakya!), fearing that they might be man-eaters, an unjustified 
allegation but one suggested by their huge bulk. In any case, sturgeon may 
be compared in this respect to the Dolly Varden, considered by my consultants 
as a member in good standing of the class /~ul~ul/. Dolly Varden were consid
ered questionable as food, since one might occasionally find a frog or a 
mouse in their stomachs, yet another kind of anomaly, a confounding of aquatic 
and terrestrial realms. Since this is not the place to resolve the ambigu
ities of the structuralists' notion of anomaly, let us return to the basic 
dichotomy within this version of Sahaptin fish classification, that between 
/nusu~/ "salmon" and /~ul~ul/, the remainder. 

Folk biological domains are frequently divided with respect to polar co
ordinates of size. For example, some Shoshone divide their birds in this way 
(Hage and Miller 1976), and the near universal distinction in folk botanical 
systems between trees and herbs may be interpreted as basically a size dis
tinction (Brown 1977). Yet the division between /nus~/ and /~ul~ul/ is not 
with respect to size alone. My consultants consider the northern squawfish 
(Ptychocheilus oregonensis) to be a kind of /~ul~ul/, though it may grow to 
be larger than sockeye (0. nerka) and pink salmon (0. gorbuscha), both kinds 
of /nusu~/. Nor does the distinction precisely reflect a contrast between 
the scientific genus, Oncorhynchus, the true Pacific salmon, with other fish, 
since trout (Salmo spp.) are split between the two, the sea-run forms or 
steelhead (/susayns/) is a kind of /nus~/, while the resident trout are 
/~ul~ul/. The etymology of the term /~ul~ul/ may provide a clue; it appears 
to have been derived by diminutive reduplication from /~un/ (Jacobs 1931:133), 
by which the large-scale sucker (C. macrocheilus) is known. Though this asso
ciation is not explicitly recognized by contemporary Sahaptin speakers, it 
suggests that all but the two most extraordinary fish were once aligned either 
as "salmon" or "sucker." Let us examine each of these divisions in more de
tail before attempting to account for this peculiar contrast. 

Salmon present a real challenge to the folk taxonomist. Five species 
might be encountered; each undergoes radical morphological changes through 
the life cycle, and several may move upstream to spawn as "jacks," half-sized 
replicas of typical spawning 'adults; top this off with the sea-run transfor
mation of trout, distinct spring, summer, and fall runs of Chinook salmon 
(0. tschawytscha), and the subtle but consistent morphological differentiae 
of each home-stream population, and one can appreciate that the recognition 
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of species among salmon cannot be taken for granted. Nevertheless, contem
porary Sahaptin speakers extend nomenclatural recognition to each and every 
species, ignoring in the process whether the fish run in spring or fall, 
whether male or female, whether fresh from the sea or torn and twisted by 
the rigors of spawning, whether "jack" or full adult. Though special terms 
for male and female and for post-spawning males may be used, they are applied 
within the genus irrespective of species. Subspecific distinctions are for
mally recognized in only one instance; jack salmon may be distinguished by 
diminutive reduplication of the appropriate species name. For example, 
Chinook salmon are /tkWinat/, their jacks are /tkWilattkWilat/, literally 
"little Chinooks." Other sub-specific distinctions may be informally noted. 
For example, one octogenarian Yakima informant claimed that Chinook salmon 

·of the Tieton River were darker than those of the Naches-American drainage. 
In fact, just such subtle but consistent differences between local populations 
first suggested the "home stream theory" of salmon migration to fisheries bi
ologists (Rich 1948). This Yakima elder attributed the difference between 
Tieton and Naches river salmon to contrasting gravel color in each stream, 
an observation lacking only a notion of natural selection to be Darwinian. 
Thus knowledge of fish may go beyond distinctions formally named. 

The inclusion of sea-run trout as "salmon" is, of course, in contradic
tion to Linnaean principles. Curiously, American English speakers likewise 
refer to steelhead as salmon, even in at least one authoritative guide to 
North American fishes (Schrenkeisen 1938). The concept "salmon" in both 
English and Sahaptin is clearly defined in part with regard to the value of 
these fish as food--which is a function of their common anadromous behavioral 
adaptation--and as such is not strictly equivalent to the scientific taxon 
labeled Oncorhynchus. 

Turning now to /~ul~ul/ "residual small fish," we find 12 folk generic 
taxa are so classified by my John Day and Umatilla consultants. As with 
salmon, this category is not comparable with any scientific taxon. However, 
as with salmon, the folk generic taxa it includes faithfully reflect individ
ual species distinctions with but a few exceptions. Ten of the 12 kinds of 
/~ul~ul/ map in a one-to-one fashion to scientific species. Two involve 
"lumping" or the ignoring of species distinctions within a genus. For exam
ple, my consultants call all species of resident trout either /ayay/ or 
/aytmfn/ depending on dialect. 2 

Our second case of "lumping" involves the sculpins, the so-called 
"Indian doctor fish." Though Sahaptin speakers might have encountered as 
many as seven species of sculpins (Cottus spp.) , at least two of which are 
rather abundant, the category is perceived as homogeneous. All sculpins are 
alike in their grotesque bulging eyes, squat profile, leathery skin, and 
pouting lips (Fig. 3). And all are alike from the Sahptin perspective in 
their special power. As "doctor fish" Utwati/, literally "shaman") they are 
one of a curious set of animals treated with special care and respect, not 
harmed and never eaten. Sculpins, horned lizards, rattlesnakes, ravens, and 
owls are among those so respected and feared for their influence over the 
weather or for their powers of foresight. 
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Fig. 3. The sculpin /kw'a~la/, or "Indian Doctor fish." Example illus
trated is CottU5 confusus from Bailey and Bond (1963:111). 

The lumping of scuplins might simply be explained by reference to the 
dramatic character shared by all individuals of the genus and the elusive
ness of the species distinctions. In fact, this genus has long been a chal
lenge to the evolutionary scientist (Bailey and Dimick 1949:1). However, 
the lumping of the sculpins may be assessed from a different angle. A minor
ity of Sahaptin basic folk taxa actually differentiate between species of a 
Linnaean genus. Nine Sahaptin basic folk taxa which perfectly match a sci 
entific species, nevertheless do not subdivide the genus; rather they corre
spond to species with no close relatives in the region. Geographic limits 
thus eliminate the opportunity to differentiate congenerics. In light of 
this, the lumping of sculpin species in favor of recognizing the genus is 
rather according to rule than an exception. The real exceptions involve the 
"splitting" of a scientific genus between two or more Sahaptin basic folk 
taxa. There are but two cases in my data, salmon and suckers, the same two 
fish that I have argued define the contrasting poles of this Sahaptin fish 
classification. 

A final observation is in order; how do we explain the six fish species 
known to Occur in the region for which no Sahaptin name is recorded? Though 
names may exist or may once have been in general use, the informants I con
sulted indicated no knowledge of their existence. Considerations of size, 
range, and abundance of these species seem sufficient to account for most of 
these Sahaptin "blind spots. ,,3 It is certain that there has been some loss 
of detail in the Sahaptin classification of fish since European contact. 
Yet the loss of knowledge is not sufficient to obscure the empirical ade
quacy and fine detail of traditional Sahaptin folk science. 
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In sum, Sahaptin fish classification corresponds rather closely to the 
independently developed scientific scheme, most notably at the level of 
basic folk taxa. Though not identical, the two perspectives are sufficiently 
in ac~ord that they must be seen as products of a common logic operating on 
a common reality. Thus culture here faithfully reflects empirical reality. 

The 	 Reflection of Cultural Significance 
in Sahaptin Folk Classification 

I began by suggesting that the elaboration of Sahaptin fish nomenclature 
reflected the peculiar cultural utility of fish for aboriginal Sahaptin
speaking peoples. Yet I have just concluded that this folk ichthyology 
rather closely reflects an order given by nature. Is this not paradoxical? 
In fact, the roles played by nature and culture in Sahaptin folk classifica
tion are complementary; there is no opposition. Fish in general are impor
tant to these people for their livelihood, thus close attention is directed 
to that aspect of nature resulting in a classification closely modeled on 
empirical reality. However, certain fish are of outstanding cultural impor
tance. Salmon were paramount, with the Chinook salmon "king," both the larg
est, the most abundant, and offering runs in spring, summer, and fall. So 
the Chinook salmon is singled out on three nomenclatural levels. It is 
/nusux/ "salmon" epitomized and is not infrequently so called. It is 
/tkW~at/ or /tkWinat nusu~/ (using biomial nomenclature) in contrast to its 
congeners. Finally jacks are /tkWilattkWilat/, "little Chinook salmon." 
Nomenclatural elaboration is reinforced in myth and ritual. The gift of 
salmon is explained in myth (Jacobs 1934:86-91, 106-107, 195-197; Johnson
O'Malley 1974:34-35), and thanks are ritually offered to the first spring 
Chinook by the whole community (Thwaites 1904-05 4:302). 

Yet salmon is not alone in this honor. As suggested above, two poles 
may be seen to define the basic structure of this fish life-form; with salmon 
and suckers as coordinates. Only two Linnaean genera are split according to 
species lines in Sahaptin. Those genera are salmon and suckers. There are 
myths of origin for both salmon and suckers, and the two kinds of fish hon
ored at first food feasts are, once again, salmon and suckers. The tradi
tional value of salmon was clearly ultimately economic. But what proves the 
parallel value of suckers? I believe it is equally economic. The first 
spring-run Ch inook salmon arrived at Celilo Falls shortly after mid-April 
(varying to early May) I and their arrival occasioned ritual and feasting,
a tradition still honored at Columbia River longhouses. Today a combined 
spring salmon and root feast held in mid-April marks the ritual high point 
of the Indian religious calendar. However, some longhouse congregations 
also hold a feast in February to honor the first "Indian celeries" (Lomatium 
grayi Coult. & Rose) and the spawning runs of suckers. These fish crowd into 
the small streams adjacent to winter villages such as those at Rock Creek and 
Alderdale in Klickitat County, Washington, at a critical phase of the seasonal 
cycle, when winter stores may be nearing exhaustion with the spring salmon 
still six to eight weeks away. The timely arrival of suckers may have meant 
the difference between life and death if the previous year's harvest had been 
meager or the winter especially severe. 
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Sahaptin people today still love their suckers, nor do they complain 
about their many bones. In fact, "How the Sucker Got His Bones" is a faVor
ite story widely recounted throughout the Plateau. It exploits a peculiarity of 
suckers in that their skull bones never fully ossify, so the skull disintegrates 
in cooking. As the family enjoys its first fresh fish of the season, the old 
people tell the children the name of each bone, identifying the mythical ani
mal which contributed each piece to the sucker's creation (Figs. 4-5) (Bouchard 
and Kennedy 1975:14-15) • 

We have seen that the study of folk claGsification may reveal hidden com
plexity in a cultural adaptation. While Sahaptin fish classification accu
rately reflects natural discontinuities, it also highlights cultural values 
based in economic necessity but orchestrated in myth and ritual. People are 
thus seen to be linked to their environment by an intricate web of mutual 
effect, defined and maintained by careful observation, economic calculation, 
ritual monitoring, and mythical explanation. 
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Notes 

lThe data reported here are most complete for those Sahaptin speakers 
native to villages along the Columbia River between present-day Rock Creek, 
Klickitat County, and Patterson, Benton County, Washington, representing 
Rigsby's Rock Creek, John Day River, and Umatilla dialects of the Columbia 
River dialect cluster (Rigsby 1965:35-65). The data are fairly adequate for 
the Yakima dialect of the Northwest dialect cluster. Samples of the terminol
ogy of all current dialects are derived from the following sources: Rigsby 
n.d.a, Hymes 1975, Melville Jacobs's various publications on Sahaptin lan
guage and folklore, David and Kathrine French's notes on Warm Springs Reser
vation dialects, and my own field notes. The contrast between /nusu~/ and 
/~ul~ul/ emphasized in this paper should hold for Umatilla, John Day, and 
Rock Creek dialects of the Columbia River dialect cluster and perhaps for the 
Northeast dialect cluster, but the use of /tkwala/ in place of /~ul~ul/ in 
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Fig. 4. Sucker's bones and their mythical identities. a, soft-basket 
woman monster; b, snake; c, raven's feet. Identification by Sara Quaempts 
and Elsie Selam; Umatilla dialect. Bones are of a bridge-lip sucker 
(Castostomus calumbianusl from Rock Creek, Washington. 
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a b 

c d 

e f 

Fig. 5. Sucker's bones and their mythical identities. a, badger; 
b, Steller's jay; c, cricket packing her child; d, coyote's knives; e, 
grizzly's earring; f, bison's skull. Identifications provided by Sara 
Quaempts and Elsie Selam; Umatilla dialect. Bones are of a bridge-lip 
sucker (Catostomus columbianus) from Rock Creek, Washington. 
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the Northwest dialect area suggests that the salmon-sucker contrast was not 
central in the cultures of that portion of the Sahaptin range. For Tenino 
and Tygh dialect speakers of the Warm Springs Reservation /~ul~ul/ means 
simply "small trout" (David French:personal communication). In both regions 
trout may prove to be more important than suckers due to the proximity of 
the cascade Mountain streams. 

ZOne Yakima informant has suggested that /ayay/ and /aytmfn/ are dis
tinct kinds of trout, the former a larger, widespread type, the latter a 
smaller "mountain trout." It is tempting to speculate that the so-called 
"mountain trout" is the uncommon and local cutthroat (Salmo clarkii) in 
contrast to the ubiquitous rainbow (S. gairdneri). Two trout species are 
also reported for the Umatilla dialect, /pickatyu/, "any sort of trout," 
and /hiSlam/, "a black trout," and the "Palus dialect, /wawa.:am/," "rainbow 
trout," and /hlslam/, "a little bigger trout than /wawa:am/" (Rigsby n.d.a). 
Tenino and Tygh speakers of the Warm Springs Reservation call all resident 
trout, including the introduced brook and brown trout, /xulxul/. Larger resi 
dent rainbows are set apart as /t'aia.t'a:a/ (David French:p~rsonal communication). 

3The native fish species known to occur in the region but which are 
apparently not named in Sahaptin are the mountain sucker (Catostomus 
platyrhynchus), two species of dace (Rhinichthys cataractae, R. falcatus) 
the burbot (Lota lota),Columbia River trout-perch (Percopsis transmontanus), 
and the three-spined stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus) . 
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CULTURAL ECOLOGY IN THE CANADIAN PLATEAU: 

ESTIMATES OF SHUSWAP INDIAN SALMON RESOURCES 


IN PRE-CONTACT TIMES 


GARY PALMER 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas 

ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this article is to use available publications dealing 
with Indian catches and salmon runs in the Fraser and Thompson rivers to 
estimate the quantities of Pacific salmon~ particularly the sockeye salmon 
(Oncorhynchus nerka)~ available to the Shuswap Indians in pre-contact times. 

Introduction 

In an article dealing with the cultural ecology of the Shuswap Indians 
of the Canadian Interior Plateau, we attempted to estimate the influence of 
salmon resources on Shuswap cultural origins, demography, and cultural organ
ization (Palmer 1974). 

The development of intensive salmon fishing techniques in the Plateau 
about 2000 years ago would have permitted the prehistoric Interior Salish 
Indians living in the Fraser and Thompson drainages to double their popula
tion size. At about the same time these ancestors of the Shuswap were 
learning to exploit Pacific salmon, the Shuswap language differentiated from 
the Thompson language, a fact which indicates that the increase in popula- . 
tion size may have permitted territorial expansion and resulted in the two 
languages drifting apart. The increasing reliance upon Pacifib salmon cry
stalized the riverine settlement pattern which was already foreshadowed in 
the parallel distribution of the elk and deer along the river valleys and 
forest edge. Salmon were involved in trading patterns which in turn influ
enced the traditional Shuswap system of kinship and marriage. The limited 
nature of salmon resources is inferred from the fact that salmon fishing 
places were frequently the object of interband and intertribal warfare. The 
task group organization required by the various salmon fishing technologies, 
including spearing, netting, and the building of weirs would have had impor
tant, but presently unknown, effects on Shuswap sociology. All of these con
siderations imply that the more that is known of the distributions and quan
tities of salmon available to the Plateau Indians in pre-contact times, the 
better will we understand traditional Plateau cultures. 

Sockeye Runs in the Shuswap Territory 

The majority of the Shuswap population lived along the north branch of 
the Fraser River and along the Fraser's major tributary, the Thompson River, 
with its north and south branches. The Fraser River is potentially the best 
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sockeye river in the world. Its most productive branches are the Adams and 
Little rivers in the South Thompson system and the Chilco River which drains 
into the north branch of the Fraser (Rounsefell and Kelez 1938:754; IPSFC 
1942:12-15,1943:47). Several species of Pacific salmon were taken from 
these rivers by the Shuswap, but the primary species was the sockeye which 
spawns in gravelly stream and lake bottoms. Young sockeye spend their first 
two years maturing in inland lakes. In their second year they swim down
stream into the sea and in their fourth year they return to their inland 
place of origin to spawn (Rounsefell and Kelez 1938!755). 

For reasons which are not fully understood, the sockeye spawning runs 
of every fourth year tend to be much larger than the three years in between. 

Prior to 1913 when railroad construction work blocked the Fraser Can
yon and a large commercial salmon catch disturbed the cycle, the dominant 
year was based on four year intervals ,from 1901, but since that time the 
dominant year has been reckoned from~:t902. The European disturbance of the 
Fraser system has also affected the seasonal pattern of the runs as the sock
eye in the Adams River have shifted from early to late runs. This early dis
turbance of sockeye spawning by construction and commercial fishing makes it 
extremely difficult to estimate the size of the runs prior to Anglo-European 
contact. Ricker (1950) estimated an "off-year" average stock of 6,500,000 
sockeyes. He then used what he regards as a conservative ratio of 1:25 to 
estimate a dominant year run of 160,000,000 sockeyes. However, he seems to 
regard 1:68 or 1:130 as more probable figures for the ratio of low years to 
big years. 

Using the estimates of the size of sockeye runs derived from the conser
vative figure of 1:25 and an estimate of 4 lb per salmon, derived from the 
fact that a 48 lb commercial case of salmon contained 12 or 13 salmon on the 
average (Ricker 1950), the bibmasses available to all the Indians on the 
Fraser would have been 26,000,000 lb in an off year and 640,000,000 lb in the 
one good year in four. 

How much of this would have been available to the Shuswap? The inroads 
of the commercial fisheries and alteration of spawning runs by industrial con
struction make a reliable estimate impossible. My analysis of data provided 
by the International Pacific Fisheries Commission indicates that from 1941 to 
1943 the river from Lytton upstream in both the Fraser and Thompson tributar
ies provided from 58% to 78% of the total Indian catch on all tributaries of 
the Fraser (IPSFC 1944:70-71). I see no reason why the figures would be lower 
in pre-contact times. 

From 1941 to 1944 Indians never took more than 3.5% of the total run. 
Since the runs were severely depressed perhaps by a factor of ten (Rounsefell 
and Kelez 1938:767), Indians may have been taking an even lower percentage in 
pre-contact times, assuming that they were fishing just as heavily in the 1940s 
as they were before contact, but of course this is a very dubious assumption. 
Rousefell believes that "a toll of between 400,000 and 500,000 sockeyes in the 
former big years is a conserv.ative estimate of the Indian catch." The Indian 
catch for 1929 was 48,000 Sockeyes, 20,000 Kings, 25,000 Cohos, 4500 Pinks, 
and 6500 Chums (Dominion Report 1930, quoted in Rounsefell and Kelez 1938:760). 

In 1941, the biggest year from 1941 to 1944, Indians took 52,920 sock

eyes, or 1.2% of the total run (IPSFC 1944:66). In the years prior to 1946, 
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Indians took up to 76.6% of some of the small early runs (IPSFC 1944:25) in
dicating that they began as soon as they could perhaps because of tradition, 
or perhaps because their catch was limited by time and technology, rather 
than the maximum size of the run. They may also have taken full advantage 
of earlier runs if later runs were unpredictable, or they may simply have 
been in need of fish. The shift in salmon runs from early to late in the 
season probably worked to decrease the total catch. 

The most productive tributaries from 1939 to 1942 were the Adams and 
Little river system and the Chilko River. Both of these averaged runs of 
more than 250,000 sockeyes (IPSFC 1943:47). In 1942 over two million sock
eyes ascended the South Thompson River (including the Little River and the 
Adams River). This run comprised 93.9% of the total Fraser run that year 
(IPSFC 1942:12-15). The portion of the Indian catch which went to the gen
eral Thompson River system in the years 1941 to 1947 ranged from 35 sock
eyes (0.0%) to over 10,000 sockeyes (about 20%) in the years 1942 and 1946. 

Conclusions 

Sockeye runs before the advent of the railroad and commercial risbing 
may have approximated 6,500,000 in the three low years of the cycle and 
160,000,000 in the dominant year. The Shuswap living along the Fraser and 
Thompson rivers and their tributaries would have had access to at least 60% 
of this run, or about 3,900,000 sockeyes in a low year and 96,000,000 sock
eyes in the dominant year. The known Indian catches in the Thompson River 
region ranged between zero salmon in 1941, when there was no fishing and 
10,085 in 1946, a dominant year. The largest portions of the Thompson catches 
in the good years came from the South Thompson and its tributaries. The In
dian catches in the Thompson system ranged from 0.1% of the total Indian 
catch in the Fraser in the off year of 1944 to 21.4% in the dominant year of 
1942. 

It is not known whether these percentages or the sizes of the catches 
bear any resemblance to percentages and catch sizes prior to contact. If 
Rounsefell's estimate of a total Indian sockeye catch of 400,000 to 500,000 
in former big years is correct, then the figures for the 1940s would be lower 
than the aboriginal figures by a factor of ten (Table 1). In that case, it 
is possible that the Shuswap along the Thompson River were catching about 
20,000 or less sockeye salmon in a low year and 100,000 or more in a domi
nant year. This would have provided them with 80,000 pounds of sockeye in 
the low year and 400,000 pounds of sockeye in a dominant year, which would 
yield an average of about 160,000 pounds of sockeye per year. 

The use of other species of Pacific salmon probably doubled the catch, 
and thus the carrying capacity of the river system. It is also possible that 
the aboriginal runs and catches were four or five times as great as we have 
estimated. 
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TABLE 1 

Comparison of Indian Sockeye Catch in Thompson River system with Total 
Catch in Fraser River System for the Years 1941 to 1947 (IPSFC 1944:70-71~ 
1946:27; 1947:20). 

Thompson 
Catch Per Cent 

Total 
Catch 

1941 

1942 

1943 

1944 

No fishing 

10,010 

1,875 

35 

21.4 

6.9 

0.1 

52,920 

46,708 

27,042 

42,820 

1945 

1946 

1947 

No Data 

10,085 

1,950 

20.12 

4.6 

50,127 

42,275 
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INDIAN FISHERIES PRODUCTIVITY IN PRE-CONTACT TIMES 
IN THE PACIFIC SALMON AREAl 

GORDON W. HEWES 
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ABSTRACT 

The significance of the primitive subsistence of the Pacific 
Salmon Area is analyzed in order to arrive at reasonable estimates of the 
aboriginal consumption of salmon. Salmon has been selected 
as the best general measure of the use of resources which can be 
applied both to the aboriginal and commercial From this we shall 
proceed to the consideration of the evidence for a period, fol
lowing the decline of the native fishing, and before the full establishment 
of commercial fishing, during which stocks of certain may 
have become more abundant than they had been for many centuries. 
Further. we shall suggest that if such an increase occurred, of the 
early high productivity of the commercial fisheries (in terms of expendi
ture of effort) might be attributable to the existence of a fish 
surplus. 

Significance of the Primitive Subsistence Fishery 

Estimates of AboriginaZ SaZmon Consumption 

For many centuries, perhaps for several millenia, parts of the Salmon 
Area were occupied by primitive peoples subsisting on aquatic foods where 
these were available. There is no reason to suppose that the aboriginal 
popUlation of the area in 1770 or 1780 (whenever one chooses to end the 

period) had been growing very rapidly in the several centuries 
prleCE~al.nq, so we may assume that the exploitation of the fisheries had been 

at a fairly even rate at the time of the first white contact. 
We are, therefore, in a position to project certain known demand factors 
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against the known resources of the fisheries. Using the figures in the 
second column of Table 1, taken from Mooney (1928) and Kroeber (1939:136-36) 
for California, we can make estimates of aboriginal food consumption for the 
area, or for parts of it, and of its salmon consumption in particular, 

We may start with a crude estimate of total food consumption, 'measured 
in calories, based on the normal calorie requirements of average populations. 
The figure of 20.0.0. calories per day per capita for the Salmon Area as a whole 
does not seem excessive, if the high fuel consumption of the human body in 
cold winter climates is considered. The figure would be too low for some 
Eskimo and Athabaskan groups, and possibly too high for groups on the 
southern periphery of the area. Using the total estimated aboriginal popu
lation of 338,150. given in Table 1 times a daily calorie requirement of 
20.0.0. times 365 days, we obtain a crude annual caloric demand estimate of 
245,740.,0.0.0.,0.0.0. calories. This unwieldy figure might better be comprehended 
in terms of weight, though caloric values of food ar'e not directly expressible 
as weight units. Arbitrarily, we may take an average daily ration of two 
pounds with a caloric value of 20.0.0. for the sake of example. z Such a ration 
would yield an annual demand, for the entire Salmon Area, of 122,,80.4 short 
tons of food. 

The satisfaction of this demand must have been largely up to the 
fisheries (including sea-mammal hunting), since other natural foods available 
in the area in quantity are notoriously low in fuel value. 3 When available, 
the flesh of certain game animals, but not all of them, could provide 
adequate fuel values. 

If, for the sake of argument, we assume that somewhat less than one
half of the caloric requirement of the average native consumer of the area 
was satisfied by eating salmon, this would yield an annual consumption of 
about 365 pounds of salmon per capita. This is based on the fact that the 
caloric value of salmon flesh is nearly 10.0.0. per pound (90.3 to 915 Tressler 
1923:27o.-271). Eulachon and some other fishes caught in the area may equal 
or exceed this value, but the commoner marine fishes have lower fuel value 
per pound, and the mollusks even less. The caloric value of the flesh and 
blubber of sea-mammals, however, is at least equivalent to fat beef, and is 
probably much higher (Tressler 1923:642). 

Using the figure of 365 pounds of fresh salmon per person per year, 
the crude estimate of the pre-commercial salmon catch of the area would be 
approximately 123,424,750. pounds, or about 15 percent of the modern commer
cial salmon catch, 80.0.,0.0.0.,0.0.0. pounds, Instead of basing our estimate on 
calorie demands, we may take another minimal dietary requirement for protein. 
The daily protein intake of a normal individual cannot fall much below 
60. grams without jeopardizing his health (Elvehjem 1942:289-98). Using 
16 percent as the protein factor in salmon flesh (actually higher in the 
better portions), we find that 30.5 pounds per year would satisfy the native 
consumer if all or nearly all of his protein were obtained from salmon. 4 

At this rate, the natives of the area would have consumed about 10.3,135,750. 
pounds per year. It must be noted that thi s is based on minimal require
ments, and that in the native environment there were no very good vegetable 
sources of energy_ The intake of animal flesh had to cope with calorie 
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TABLE 1 


ESTIMATES OF ABORIGINAL SALMON CONSUMPTION 

(IN POUNDS OF FRESH FISH PER YEAR) 


Estimated Consumption 

Estimated Per Total 
Native Groups Population Capita by Groups 

Western Alaska 

Nuwuk, Kopak, Numatak 3,000 100 300,000 
Malemiut 1,600 200 320,000 
Kinugumiut, Kaviagmiut 2,800 300 560,000 
Unaligmiut 1,600 200 320,000 
Ikogmiut 500 800 320,000 
Magamiut, Kaialigmiut 5,000 365 1,855,000 
Nuniwagmiut 1,500 100 150,000 
Kuskokwagmiut 7,200 1,000 7,200,000 
Togiagmiut, Chingigmiut, Nushagak 1,300 500 650,000 
Ogulmiut 3,700 500 1,850,000 

Subtotal 28,000 Avg. 396 13,525,000 

south-Central Alaska and Aleutians 

Aleut 16,000 280 4,480,000 
Koniag 8,800 500 4,400,000 
Tanaina 1,200 500 600,000 
Chugachmiut 1,700 500 850,000 
Eyak 800 300 240,000 

Subtotal 28,500 Avg. 416 10,570,000 

Northern Interior 

Alaska Kutchin 1,600 475 760,000 
Yukon Territory Kutchin 2,200 200 440,000 
Ahtena 500 600 300,000 
Khotana, Kalchana (except Tanaina) 3,200 690 2,208,000 
Tahltan,. Taku-tine 2,500 260 650,000 

Subtotal 10,500 Avg. 445 4,358,000 
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TABLE l--Continued 


Estimated Consumption 

Per Total 
Native Groups Population Capita by Groups 

Northwest Coast 

Northern Tlingit 2,000 500 1,250,000 
Southern Tlingit 7,500 500 3,750,000 
Haida 9,800 400 3,920,000 
Tsimshian Proper 3,500 400 1,400,000 
Niska, Gitksan 3,500 500 1,750,000 
Haisla 1,300 500 650,000 
Heiltsuk 1,400 500 700,000 
Bella Coo1a 1,400 500 700,000 
Kwakiutl 4,500 365 1,645,000 
Nutka 6,000 300 1,800,000 
Makah, Quilleute, Quinault 4,000 365 1,460,000 
S.E. Vancouver Island 9,200 500 4,600,000 
North of Fraser River 7,400 a 600 4,440,000 
Fraser Delta 3,900 1,000 3,900,000 
Nutsak, Lummi 800 600 480,000 
Clallam, Chimakum 2,400 365 876,000 
Skokomish, Nisqual1i, Twana, 6,000 b 350 2,100,000 

Puyallup, .Snoqualmi, Snohomish, 
Skagit 

Subtotal 75,100 Avg. 485 34,779,000 

Columbia-Fraser Plateau 

Tlatskanai 1,600 365 584,000 
Lower and Upper Chehalis, OWilapsh, 1,200 365 438,000 

Cowlitz 
Klikitat, Yakima, Wanapum, Pa1us 11,200 400 4,480,000 
Nez Perce 4,000 300 1,200,000 
Tenino, Umatilla, Wa11awalla 2,900 500 1,450,000 
Wailatpu (Cayuse) 500 365 182,500 
Wenatchi, Sinkiuse, Spokan (part) 3,500 500 1,750,000 
Wenatchi-Spokan (part) 2,400 500 1,200,000 
Ka1ispe1, Coeur d'Alene, Pend 2,800 100 280,000 

d'Oreille, Flathead 
Okanagan, Lakes 2,200 500 1,100,000 
Kutenai 1,200 300 360,000 
Chilcotin 2,500 600 1,500,000 
Lillooet 4,000 600 2,400,000 
Thompson, Nicola 5,150 900 4,635,000 
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TABLE l--Continued 


Native Groups Population 

Estimated Consumption 

Per 
Capita 

Total 
by Groups 

COlumbia-Fraser Plateau (Continued) 

Shuswap 5,300 500 2,650,000 
Carrier, Babine 8,500 600 5,000,000 
Bannock, N. Paiute, N. Shoshone 3,000 50 150,000, 

Subtotal 

Oregon Coast to N.W. California 

61,950 jAvg. 438 29,459,500 

Chinook 22,000 400 8,800,000 
Tillamook 1,500 320 450,000 
Yaquina, Alsea, Siuslaw 6,000 320 1,920,000 
Kus 2,000 300 600,000 
S.W. Oregon Athabaskans 8,800 300 2,640,000 
To Iowa 1,000 365 365,000 
Kupa, chilula 1,500 365 547,000 
Yurok 2,500 365 912,000 
Karok 1,500 450 675,000 
Wiyet 1,000 300 300,000 
Nongatl, Mattole, Lassik, Wailaki, 

Kinkyone 
4,000 200 800,000 

Subtotal 

Willamette Valley-Klamath Lakes 

51,800 IAvg. 335 18,039,000 

Kalapuya 3,000 100 300,000 
Takelma 500 300 150,000 
Shasta, Chimariko 3,000 300 900,000 
Klamath, Modoc 1,200 20 24,000 
Achomawi, Atsugewi 3,000 100 300,000 
~untain Maidu 1,000 77 77 ,DOD, 

Subtotal 

California 

11,700 ' Avg. 149 1,751,000 

Kate 500 247 123,500 
Yuki, Coast Yuki 3,000 100 300,000 
wintu (Sac'to drainage) 2,000 300 600,000 
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TABLE l--continued 


Estimated Consumption 

Per Total 
by Groups 

California (Continued) 

Wintu (Trinity 

Population CapitaNative Groups 

300 450,0001,500 
938,000Wintun 3652,500 
450,000Yana 1,500 300 
800,000F'tlill Maidu, Ninenan 4,000 200 

1,800,000Plains, F'thill Miwek 2009,000 
75,0007,500 10Costanoan, Esselen 

550,000Valley Yokuts 5011,000 
350,000F'thill Yokuts 507,000 
10,0002,000 5Western Mono 

100 600,0006,000Pome (except Lake) 
225,00075Wappe, Coast Miwok 3,000 

1,800,000300Patwin 6,000 
1,200,000 

Subtotal 

300Valley Maidu 4,000 

10,271,500 

Grand Total 

Avg. 18270,500 

Avg. 356 127,755,800338,150 
---------~-----

aGulf of Georgia 

bPuget Sound 

demands that in our own diets are met in part by sugar, starch, eggs, and 
dairy products. At least, these two crude estimates are an indication of 
th~ order of magnitude of the total salmon and/or fish consumption of the 
area. 

There are data indicating that the actual consumption of salmon by 
natives in some parts of the area were much higher per capita than we have 
assumed above, while in other, less favorable districts, the annual per 
capita intake of salmon may have been as little as 10 to 25 pounds, repre
senting the meals which might be prepared from half a dozen fish in the 
course of a year. 

The most complete series of estimates of aboriginal fish consumption 
are from Alaska. The earliest figures seem to be those of Dall (1870:485, 
537), who stated that "The number of salmon annually consumed by the natives 
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of Alaska cannot be less than 12,000,000, at the lowest estimate." Con
verting this figure into terms of weight using the factor of five pounds 
for the average salmon of all species, we obtain 60,000,000 pounds, which, 
apportioned among the 26,843 natives then enumerated in the territory, 
yields a per capita annual consumption of 2220 pounds. Using the figures 
given in another of Dall's references, for Kodiak Island and Cook Inlet, 
the more moderate estimate of 930 pounds per person per year is obtained. 
In his report on the population and resources of Alaska for the 1880 census, 
Ivan Petroff devoted several pages to the native fish catch, which he con
sidered in nine separate areas (Petroff188l:6S-70). For Southeastern 
Alaska with a predominantly Indian population in 1881 of 7000, Petroff 
states that each individual consumed "the equivalent of 3,000-4,000 pounds 
of fresh fish per year," with halibut and salmon as the basis of supply. 
At Prince William sound, he estimated a consumption of 300,000 pounds of 
fish, mostly salmon, or 500 pounds per year per capita. At Belkofsky, 
near the southwestern tip of the Alaska Peninsula, the Aleuts consumed 
about 290-300 pounds of salmon "fresh and dried" per capita per year. 
Petroff's estimate comes to 312 pounds for salmon on Cook Inlet, and on 
Kodiak the mixed white population annually packed 200,000 pounds of salt 
salmon, equivalent to 624 pounds per person of fresh fish. The Kodiak 
figure was in addition to the consumption of fresh (unsalted) salmoni if 
the dried salmon pack at Kodiak, averaging 312 pounds per person, were 
added to the salted pack and to the amounts consumed fresh, the per 
capita total would rise above 1000 pounds. Petroff's estimate for Unalaska 
is not allocated by species. For Bristol Bay, Petroff's estimate of 500 
pounds of salmon per person is a rough estimate, for the population there 
is given in round numbers. Including the consumption of salmon by sled
dogs, the natives of the Kuskokwim are stated to have consumed the 
astonishing total of 6000 pounds of fish per capita annually. Three tons 
appears excessive, even if dogs outnumbered humans five to one. In this 
instance, not all the consumption was of salmoni whitefish, trout, and 
blackfish were included. An equally high figure, species unstated, is 
given for the natives of the Yukon Valley (Petroff 1881:33). 

Sources quoted by Bean (1887:93-94), apparently independent of Dall's 
and Petroff's estimates, give us additional data for fish consumption by 
the natives of Alaska. For Kodiak and Afognak, the dried salmon or "ukali" 
put up by each family for winter use averaged between 930 and 958 pounds 
per person, in equivalent fresh weight of fish. This was, of course, in 
addition to fish eaten fresh, and to salmon preserved by salting, which 
was not an aboriginal process. Bean (1887:87) quotes another source for 
the parish of st. Paul on Kodiak, which yields a figure of 1875 pounds per 
person. For Cook Inlet, Bean's figures amount to 925-940 pounds per 
capita. 

At a much later date, when the white population of the Yukon basin "in 
some measure" dependent on local fisheries was greater than the Eskimo and 
Indian population, Cobb (1930) presents some figures for salmon consumption. 
Using standard conversion factors based on Gilbert and O'Malley's later 
Yukon study, per capita utilization of salmon in 1918 was 910 pounds per 
person per year. To each human consumer, however, must be added the fish 
eaten by 0.6 of a husky dog. The Yukon statistics included 11,000 people 
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and 6,183 dogs. In 1920, according to Gilbert and O'Malley, salmon con
sumption in the same area was 3100 pounds per capita, counting the dogs 
owned. There was a decline in the population of Alaska between 1918 and 
1920, partly caused by the ravages of the pandemic influenza, the recession 
of the gold fever, and above all by the attraction of war industries in the 
United states. In all, this decrease amounted to 9320, but the greater part 
of the discrepancy between Cobb's and Gilbert and O'Malley's estimates may 
be due to a different ratio for converting weight of dried salmon to its 
fresh equivalent. We learn from Gilbert and O'Malley that the average 
Alaskan work-dog consumes an amount equal to 1080 pounds of fresh salmon 
each year. 

Sullivan (1942:29) provides additional information to gauge the 
reliability of the foregoing estimates. Dealing with a group of Ten'a 
(Koyukon) in the villages of Kaltag, Nulato, and Keyukuk, he notes that 
practically every family has a team of at least seven sled dogs, many having 
nine or eleven. When the animals work on the trail in winter, their ration 
consists of "at· least one good-sized, dried salmon a day." In summer, and 
when not working, they are fed only half a salmon each day. Assuming that 
100 days a year are working days for these animals, they would consume 
232-1/2 fish. If the salmon were of the species commonly fed to dogs, 
O. keta, which average 8 pounds apiece, each dog should consume 1860 pounds 
a year. Mlltip1ying this by the minimal seven-dog team, the quantity needed 
to supply the dogs of each family would be 13,020 pounds, or 3255 poundF3 
for each person of the average family, over and above what is required f·:>r 
human food consumption. In pre-white times, however, the Athabaskans OI 
the interior of Alaska did not use dog sleds (Osgood 1940:357). Without 
the dog teams which now must be reckoned in the fish consumption of the 
Yukon Valley, the use of salmon there in the past must have been considerably 
lower. 

The writer discussed these high figures for salmon consumption with 
Dr. Cornelius Osgood, whose ethnographic work in the Yukon Valley and at 
Cook Inlet would make him a good judge of their reliability. Osgood did 
not feel that amounts over 1000 pounds per capita were excessive, stating 
that during his own residence in the interior of Alaska he consumed several 
pounds of fish each day, mostly dried salman. 

From farther south, in British Columbia, we have a general estimate 
for the per capita Indian consumption in 1879 of 583 (Carrothers 1941:5).5 
For the Indians around the headwaters of Skeena River and at Babine Lake, 
an observer in 1904 reported that each native family used about 1000 salmon 
each year. Taking 4 pounds as the lowest average weight of salmon in that 
district, this amounts to an annual per capita consumption of 1000 pounds 
(Carrothers 1941).6 Still farther south, we have the rough estimate of 365 
pounds per year for the natives of the Columbia Basin, used by Craig and 
Hacker (1940) and a figure of 307 pounds per capita derived from statistics 
of the modern Indian catch at Celilo Falls, which is shared by a population 
of 13,000 natives enjoying treaty rights in its salmon dip-net fishery 
(Pacific Fisherman). 

The various estimates of annual per capita consumption of salmon by 
native groups within the area are combined in Table 2, below. 
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TABLE 2 


ESTIMATES OF NATIVE CONSUMPTION OF SALMON 

(UNIT: FRESH SALMON IN POUNDS PER CAPITA PER YEAR) 


Estimate Area or Group Remarks and Source 

290-300 Belkofsky Aleut Salmon less important than cod. 
(Petroff 1881) 

307 Celilo Falls Modern catch by Indians with treaty 
rights. ("Pacific Fisherman") 

312 Cook Inlet natives (Petroff 1881) 

365 Columbia Basin in 
aboriginal times 

(Craig and Hacker 1940) 

500 Prince William Sound 
natives 

Includes some fish besides salmon. 
(Petroff 1881) 

500 Bristol Bay Eskimo (Petroff 1881) 

583 Indians of entire 
Province of British: 
Columbia in 1879 

(Carrothers 1941) 

910 Natives and whites of 
Yukon Valley 

Includes fish eaten by dogs. 
(Cobb 1930) 

930 Kodiak and Cook 
natives 

Inl~t (Dall 1870) 

925-940 Kodiak, Afognak, Cook 
Inlet, and adjacent 
areas 

Dried salmon only. (Bean 1887) 

1000 Indians around Babine 
Lake and upper Skeena 

(Carrothers 1941) 

1000 or more Kodiak natives and 
whites 

Includes fresh, dried, and salt 
salmon. (Petroff 1881) 

1875 st. Paul Parish, 
Kodiak Island 

Dried salmon only. (Bean 1887) 

2220 Natives of entire 
Territory of Alaska 

(Dall 1870) 
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TABLE 2--Continued 


Estimate Area or Group Remarks and Source 

3000-4000 

3100 

3255 

6000 

Southeastern Alaska 
Indians 

Natives and whites of 
Yukon Valley 

Koyukon 

Yukon and Kuskokwim 
natives 

Includes halibut, etc. (Petroff 
1881) 

Species of fish net stated. 
(Petroff 1881) 

salmon eaten by sled dogs, appor
tioned among members of dog-owning 
families. (Sullivan 1942) 

Includes species other than salmon. 
(Petroff 1881) 

This table indicates that we must weight the salmon consumption of some 
aboriginal groups or areas much more heavily than others. While we have 
very few quantitative hints for the regions south of Alaska, it is 
reasonable to suppose that per capita consumption among intensive fishing 
peoples in parts of the Plateau and on the Northwest Coast reached amounts 
equivalent to at least the lower estimates given above. It seems hardly 
necessary to add that the per capita consumption of salmon or any other 
natural product was subject to the variability of supply from year to year 
due to climatic and other factors. Even the best estimates can only be 
generalizations, rarely coinciding with actual experience in any particular 
year. In the case of salmon, the annual fluctuation in their availability 
was very marked in some areas, as with the sockeye of the Fraser Basin, 
with its four-year cycle of abundance. 

Table 1 represents an attempt to refine the crude estimate of 
aboriginal salmon consumption for the whole Salmon Area by adding separate 
estimates for each group, instead of simply multiplying the entire popula
tion by the arbitrary factor of 365 pounds per year. While the method 
still rests on guesswork more than on factual evidence, every effort has 
been made in the table to arrive at reasonable figures, based on the 
available ethnographic data presented in Hewes (1947). Tribes which are 
known to have spent little time in fishing, or which depended more 0n the 
hunting of land mammals or the collection of wild plant foods, have been 
rated as low consumers of salmon. Where marine aquatic foods other than 
salmon were present in abundance, as on the Northwest Coast, or among the 
sea-mammal-hunting peoples of the Bering Sea region, estimates of salmon 
intake have been reduced. Thus, the Karok are considered to have eaten 
more salmon per capita than the Yurok, and the Lower Chinook less than the 
Tenino. The grand total estimated salmon consumption obtained by this 
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addition of local figures is 127,755,800 pounds, as against our earlier 
crude estimate of 123,424,750 pounds, or 103,135,750 pounds based on minimal 
protein requirements. Considering the degree of reliability of the original 
population estimates upon which the whole assumption rests, and our ignorance 
of many factors which may have affected the aboriginal use of salmon in the 
area, 100,000,000 to 130,000,000 pounds per year probably comes as close to 
the truth as we shall ever be able to reach. 

We can use this quantitative value as an indication of the order of 
magnitude of the fraction of the salmon resource of Northwestern North 
America which was removed each year, possibly for many centuries, with no 
serious danger to the future productivity of the fishery. Observations 
based on the catch of the commercial period alone are of too short dura
tion, and complicated by such external factors as erosion, blockage, and 
pollution, to be entirely conclusive. 

Consumption of Other Aquatic Foods 

No attempt has been made here to reckon the consumption of food fishes 
other than Pacific salmon, even though in some localities they may have 
been of greater subsistence importance. (Carrothers [1941:85] gives 
estimates for the aboriginal consumption of halibut in British Columbia.) 
This is because the main scientific interest in the fisheries of the area 
so far has been on problems related to the salmon species, both because of 
their economic value and their migration and spawning in fresh water, which 
has made it easier to study the conditions which determine their abundance 
or threaten them with depletion. The life histories of many of the impor
tant food fishes which spend their entire life cycle in deep sea waters are 
little known by contrast, because of obstacles to observation. For salm(,m 
we have not only a good body of statistical data, covering nearly all the 
large streams of the area, but reliable studies of their biology and 
distribution. Finally, the nutritive values of the various species of 
salmon can be equated on a calories-per-pound basis. Were we to deal with 
several unrelated food species, the reduction of their nutritive values to 
a common factor would be far more difficult. 

Patterns of Growth and Decline of Commercial Fisheries 

In Hewes (1947:196-205) is a sketch of the rise of the commercial 
fishing industry of the Salmon Area, from the early endeavors to establish 
dependable food supplies for fur trading posts and for sale to the occa
sional merchant vessels visiting the coast, to the development of the 
canning of salmon and the more recent growth of the halibut, pilchard, and 
albacore fisheries. Confining our attention to the salmon fishery, let us 
first examine the pattern of initial rapid growth and eventual decline which 
has characterized the industry on the rivers of the Pacific Coast, beginning 
with the Sacramento in 1864. 

After a peak production reached in 1882, the first marked decrease 
set in on the Sacramento in the ensuing decades. 7 This was the first 
decline on any salmon fishery stream on the coast, except for the smith 
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River, where the commercial fishing was never of real importance. In 1883 
the salmon yields on the Eel River reached a peak. The only California 
salmon stream to maintain a rising curve of production was the Klamath, 
where a decline did not become apparent until after 1912. 

TO the north, the fisheries on the eleven rivers of the Oregon coast 
culminated in 1911, when the district yielded 250,000 cases. Since then 
production has fallen to about 15,000 cases a year. 

On the Columbia River, depletion was foreseen as early as 1888 (Bancroft 
1888:758). The pack there reached its maximum in 1895, but the signs of 
decline were masked by the substitut20n of chinook salmon for the sockeye, 
which formerly constituted the bulk of the Columbia River pack, and by 
greatly increased output of fishing effortc The magnitude of the pack in 
any year is determined to a great extent by the market outlook, but when 
greater and greater expenditure of the labor of fishermen fails to increase 
the yields under the pressure of market demands, then the depletion is real. 
In 1930 the salmon pack of the Columbia was down to less than half of the 
1895 total (Freeman and Martin 1942:209-10). (A 48-pound case is equal to 
68-70 pounds of fresh salmon [Bancroft 1888, Cobb 1930].) 

The declines on the streams of western Washington entering Willapa 
Bay and Grays Harbor set in after 1902 and 1911, respectively. The Quinault, 
Queets, Hoh, and Soleduck fisheries culminated in 1915. The catch in Puget 
Sound is based largely on the huge runs of salmon into the Fraser River. 
The heyday of Puget Sound salmon fishing was from 1899 to 1919, when the 
catch averaged nearly one million cases a year, with a peak pack in 1913. 
In 1939 the pack had dropped to 400,000 cases, and in 1940, to 121,000 
cases (Freeman and Martin 1942). On the Fraser River, the pack reached its 
peak in 1901. The fisheries on the Skeena, Rivers Inlet, Smiths Inlet, and 
Nass, and outlying streams of British Columbia CUlminate much later, in 
1918-1920, with the increased fishing effort to satisfy the booming market 
following the end of the First World War. 

The Alaskan salmon pack surpassed that of the Columbia as early as 
1888. It has had two maxima, one coinciding with the First World War mar
ket in 1919 and the other in World War II. Since 1924 the Federal Govern
ment has regulated the Alaskan catch by requiring an escapement of 50 percent 
of the salmon to their upstream spawning beds (Freeman and Martin 1942, 
Bower 1944:25-27). 

In Table 3 we have plotted the combined production curve for all the 
salmon districts, from 1864 to the present, against which may be compared 
our estimate of the aboriginal catch and the assumed total salmon population 
in the Salmon Area. The commercial catch statistics have been converted 
to their fresh equivalent weight. 

Some species were far more sensitive to commercial exploitation than 
salmon, and depletion has been more serious. Of these, the sturgeon, native 
oyster, shrimp, and halibut (Babcock 1930) may be mentioned. In many 
instances, depletion has been postponed by expansion of the fishery to 
more and more distant banks, or by the greatly increased expenditure of 
labor in relation to yield. In almost every case of a commercial fishery 
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TABLE 3 

Assumed Relationship of Curves of Total Salmon Population, 

Aboriginal consumption, and Commercial Catch for the Period 1780-1940 
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resource intensively exploited, however, the pattern of growth and decline 
has resembled that of the salmon industry, with the same interplay of 
economic and biological factors. 

Indi rect Destructive Effects of Whi te Settlement 
on the Fi sheri es 

In addition to the direct causes of depletion of fishery resources 
discussed above, which we may consider nover ..fishing,t! there are many condi
tions, apparently unconnected with the exploitation of aquatic resources, 
which have contributed to the declines in abundance of fresh~water species, 
and to a limited extent of species dwelling entirely in marine environments. 
These conditions may be classified either as pollution or as blockage. 
Activities like mining, agriculture, the felling and milling of timber, and 
many other industries produce both types. 

Mining was the first major cause of fisheries depletion, not related 
to over-fishing, in the Salmon Area. The early methods of placer mining 
and the later dredging operations on the streams of California have accounted 
for the obliteration of perhaps 50 percent of the .available salmon spawning 
beds. Van Cleve (1945:101) estimates that mining, plus more recent instal
lations of irrigation, water supply, and power dams, has been responsible 
for a decrease of 73 percent of the salmon spawning beds, The Indians of 
California were apparently the first to voice complaints about the dele
terious effects of mining on the fish supplies (Cook 1943:33-34). California 
was not the only region to suffer from pollution and blockage of streams by 
m~m_ng. On a smaller scale, equally drastic biotic changes were wrought 
by the gold seekers in the Cariboo district of British Columbia, in Idaho, and 
in parts of Alaska (Marsh 1885:606-07,Goode 1887: [4J44), 

The chief effect of placer m~n~ng is to increase the amount of silt in 
suspension in the water flowing from the diggings, which reduces the penetra
tion of light to aquatic photosynthetic micro-organisms, thus lessening the 
total amount of food available in a given body of water (Needham 1938) . 
Heavy silting on salmon spawning beds may simply smother the spawn under a 
deep layer from which the young cannot emerge. A slight turbidity in the 
lower courses of rivers, on the other hand, may be of value to the survival 
of the salmon fry. Light placer mining might cloud the water of a stream 
sufficiently to hide the fry from the predatory birds which normally subsist 
on them. 

The lumber industry, a characteristic activity of much of the area, 
has had a well-known destructive effect on the fishing resources of streams 
and lakes. Removal of the forest cover bordering small streams exposes the 
shallow water to direct sunlight, raising the temperature above the tolera
tion of cold-water fauna. The toleration is based on the amount of dis
solved oxygen in the water, which is greater at lower temperatures. On a 
larger scale, lumbering promotes erosion and flash floods, which, with the 
debris left from trimming, etc., physically obstruct the migrations offish to 
their spawning groun4s. The effects of agricultural and pastoral occupance 
of the land adjacent to streams are similar to those of the lumber industry. 
Increased run-off follows plowing or grazing, leading to the cycle of floods, 
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silting, and choking of streams with impassable blocks of debris. Direct 
blockage of fish migration is more often due to the construction of dams, 
diversion ditches, railway embankments, and highway embankments with culverts 
which fish cannot enter from below. Grand Coulee Dam, 350 feet high, has 
eliminated at one stroke some 1100 miles of salmon streams in the upper 
Columbia Basin. 

For a detailed study of fishery pollutants, see the paper by Ellis 
(1937). The list below, by no means complete, summarizes the indirect causes 
for the declining yields of fresh-water and tide-water species in the Salmon 
Area. 

1. 	 Agriculture: erosion silt and blockage of streams by irrigation 
and drainage canals. 

2. 	 Livestock raising: erosion silt from over-grazing, organic wastes 
from dairies, and wool washings. 

3. 	 Mining: erosion silt from open pits and quarries, blockage or 
diversion of streams by dams and flumes, tailings and dredge
wastes, chemical pollutants from smelting. 

4. 	 Lumber industry: erosion silt from cleared areas, logging debris, 
flush-dams and mill-dams, sawdust and paper-mill wastes. 

5. 	 Transportation: stream blockage by culverts in highway and rail 
way embankments, silt from erosion of cuts and fills, silt from 
harbor and channel dredging, fuel oil and bilge wastes. 

6. 	 Miscellaneous: organic, mineral, and chemical wastes from various 
manufacturing plants1 municipal sewage; stream blockage by water 
supply and power dams; hot water discharged from chain-reaction 
piles (as at Hanford on the Columbia River). 

In contrast to these destructive processes, there have been stream
improvement projects and the operations of fish hatcheries, to say nothing 
of laws and regulations to protect fishery resources by limiting the kinds 
or times of use of various types of gear. An incidental benefit to the sal
mon and trout populations of the area may also have come about with the 
virtual extinction over enormous areas of their range of beavers, during 
the early decades of the 19th century. The hunting of beavers soon resulted 
in the natural removal (through lack of constant repair) of hundreds of 
thousands of beaver dams, which have been recognized as disadvantageous 
to migrating salmon as well as to resident trout (Cook 1940). 

, 
Attempted Projection of a Curve of Abundance for 


Salmon Resources, 1780-1940 


Table 3 referred to above is an attempt to project an estimated curve 

(shown by dotted line) of abundance of the various Pacific salmon species, 

as a whole, during the three economic periods: native subsistence, transi

tion, and commercia11 with this curve are curves representing the estimated 
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aboriginal catch or consumption (dashed line) as it declined from 1780 to 
1880, and the commercial catch (solid line) as it rose from 1864 to 1940. 
The portion of the dotted line near the top of the table, at X, represents 
the hypothetical pre-human abundance of salmon, possibly several thcmsam 
years ago. When the dotted line is resumed after the break at xt, it 
represents the lowered stock of fish which is assumed to have existed becau&e 
of the native consumption. As the aboriginal population decrease accel
erated, especially after about 1830, the total salmon stock rose gradually 
as shown by the rising dotted line. We assume that the highest point after 
its recovery was around 1890, as the net result of several decades of 
lowered fishing intensity on most if not all streams of the Pacific Slope. 
The rapid expansion of the commercial salmon fishery, combined with the 
cumulative destructive effects of the occupation of the adjacent lands by 
mining, lumbering, and agricultural enterprises may be assumed to have 
produced the drastic decline in the total salmon stock which is shown an 
the upper right-hand side of the table. This line has been drawn so as to 
approach the rising solid line of the commercial catch, which now takes a11 
but 1/5 or 1/6 of the annual natural production of the various salmon species. 
The vertical scale (in millions of pounds) has been broken purposely abmre 
the 800 mark, however, to indicate that the actual size of the total salwoa 
population is unknown. Only where systematic weir counts of migrating salwon 
have been made have there been reliable indications of the size of the stock 
available in a given river system. 

The theory on which the curves in Table 3 rest has been carefully 
developed by Craig and Hacker (1940:150) to explain changes in the salmon 
productivity of the Columbia River system. We quote their paper: 

Therefore [Since the salmon used by whites between 1820 and 
1865 by no means equalled the falling off of the Indian cRtch 
occasioned by the great decline in the native populatiGm] it is 
not improbable that there was less fishing strain on the salmon 
populations of the Columbia during the period from about 1835 to 
1865 than at any other time in their history. If this were the 
case, the salmon 0f the Columbia may have been more abundant during 
the few years immediately before the advent of the canning industrg 
in 1866 than at any other time within 0ur knowledge. 

Further on, they state: 

However, discontinuance of the primitive Indian catch 
because of the great decrease in the number of Indians may be 
one of the factors which helps to explain the ability of the 
Columb.ia RiVer salmon to produce as large a catch as they have, 
even under increasingly unfavorable c0nditions. 

The high initial productivity experienced on nearly every salmon streaa 
in the commercial era may therefore be explained in part by the "resting 
period" which set in with the sharp drop in the rate of the native sub
sistence fishing. The subsequent declines in the commercial salmon fisheries 
may represent a partial return to fish-population levels which had prevailed 
during the many centuries of aboriginal fishing, whatever additional decrease 
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there might have been from the effects of over-fishing and the indirect 
destruction of resources from mining, farming, and the lumber industry. 

There is no question as the importance of a "resting period" or hiatus 
in the exploitation of a fishery in restoring a stock to a condition which 
&'ly approach its former abundance. This was clearly demonstrated in the 
case of the fisheries of the North Sea which were afforded a four-year 
respite from trawling between 1914 and 1918. The productivity of these 
hanks had long been declining as the careful statistics of several nations 
sbowed. Yet, when the fishing fleets returned to the banks in 1919 and 
1920, with no greater output of labor than in pre-war years, hauls of 
phenomenal size were recorded. The surplus was short-lived, to be sure, 
and by the 1930's the danger of depletion on the North Sea banks again became 
a matter of inte~national concern (Heincke and Buckmann 1926, Thursby-Pelham 
1926) • 

Within the Salmon Area, a less dramatic instance of fishery recupera
tion is reported from Bristol Bay, where fishing was greatly restricted in 
the 1935 season to prevent depletion in the 1940 run of sockeye, which there 
happen to exhibit a five-year cycle of abundance. The 1940 run was of 
noticeably increased size because of the larger percentage of spawning fish 
which had been allowed to escape the gill nets and to proceed upstream in 
1935. 

We are simply suggesting that a similar, though nonde1iberate, con
servational effect occurred in the northwestern North American area during 
the period of pioneer white settlement and the shattering of native cultures 
in the middle of the last century. 

Conclusions 

In addition to the main conclusion just presented, some minor con
clusions can be drawn. We have stressed the relatively high efficiency of 
primitive fishing methods in the Salmon Area, and of primitive fishing in 
general. In this connection we have discussed the technological dilemma 
confronting those who would exploit a fishery, but at the same time seek 
to preserve its future productivity. It has been noted that the improve
ments which have been made in fishing technology belong mostly to the cate
gory of accessory processes--such as transport to and from fishing places; 
or of fisnery products, or means of preserving fish-rather than to the 
categ0ry of basic catching techniques. So far as river and 0ther inland 
fishing is concerned, the technological differences between native cultures 
of North America and our own civilization are almost immaterial. 

In considering the fishery resources of any region, if it is or has 
been inhabited by man, even in cases where the aquatic fauna has not been 
utilized for food, one should deal with them as features of the cultural 
landscape, unless it can be shown that human occupance has had no effect 
whatsoever 0n such resources. Thus, in an extreme instance, where the native 
cultures have express prohibitions against fish as food, there are local 
cultural modifications of aquatic envir0nments, as from irrigation. Much 
more drastic effects on the aquatic fauna of streams in parts of the American 
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southwest (an area with fish tabus) have followed the introduction of sheep, 
with intensified erosion which the close grazing of these animals initiates. 

Finally, we see that for a fisheries biologist to disregard the abori
ginal fishing in an area, and to assume tha.t the aquatic resources of that 
area were in a condition identical to the "natural environment" priQr to 
the establishment of commercial or recreational fishing is to commit a 
serious error. The literature of ecology in America still cQntains state
ments implying that the habitat of wildlife species on this continent befQre 
the arrival of white men was a pre-cultural, primordial wilderness. The 
point of view is exemplified in a pamphlet of the ECQlogical Society of 
America (1921) dealing with a plan for wilderness parks to preserve something 
of the conditions "that existed before the coming of man." 

It has been one of the purposes Qf this study of the relation between 
the aboriginal and the cQmmercial uses Qf the fishery resources of North
western NQrth America to show that befQre the epQch of EurQpean discQvery, 
the aquatic life of the rivers, streams, lakes, bays, and coastal waters 
formed a genuine component of. the cultural landscapes. We have also tried 
to show how these same faunal resources have persisted as integral features 
in the present cultural mosaic of fields, pastures, orchards, roads, wood 
lots, and towns and how their present and future productiveness is linked 
with past usage. 
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Notes 

IThis work formed Parts 3 and 4 of my 1947 doctoral dissertation in 
Anthropology at the University of California, Berkeley, "Aboriginal LS8 vi Fish
ery Resources in Northwestern North America." Since the estimates of 
aboriginal fisheries productivity in various parts of the Plateau, North
west Coast, and western Alaska have been utilized in several later studies 
bearing on Indian utilization of resources, it has seemed worthwhile to 
reissue this material. No significant changes have been made in the text. 
However, a bibliography has been added to provide some guidance to the 
literature on fisheries production in the area, between 1946 and 1972. 

2The average North Chinese male peasant consumes 2.2 pounds per day, 
on a diet consisting chiefly of grains, which have higher fuel values 
per pound than most of the foods eaten aboriginally in northwestern North 
America (Buck 1937:427). 

3This applies to nearly all the vegetable items in the native dietary 
aside from the acorn and the pine nut, both consumed in significant quantities 
only in the southern and southeastern portions of the Salmon Area, One 
pound of acorn meal contains 2180 calories. The farinaceous bulbs and tubers 
such as wapato, bitterroot, camas, clover root, etc., are low in calories, 
while berries and miscellaneous greens, so necessary for vitamins and trace 
elements, are negligible sources of fuel. 

4Some proteins are indispensable; others may be omitted. 

5Carrothers (1941) quotes a source which states that in 1879 the natives 
of British Columbia consumed about 17,500,000 pounds of salmon, said to have 
been the average over a period of several years. Using Mooney's (1928) 
population data, the Indians in that Province in 1879 numbered about 30,000, 
which by division gives a per capita figure of 583 pounds. 

6The average weights of fresh salmon and equivalent values of dried 
salmon are given in a letter of Ward T. Bower, U.S. Fish and Wildlife service, 
dated 25 March 1946. The lightest salmon at the time of spawning are hump
back (0. gorbuscha), which weigh four pounds. 

7The statistics on which this and the following statements are based 

are to be found in Cobb 1930. 
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